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Ace Your Medical School Interview which includes a section on Multiple Mini Interviews MMI for

medical school is the most student centred interview preparation book available to achieve success

in your medical school interviews.Â  This book is not overly long, it doesn't contain reams and

reams of information which is impossible to memorize let alone reproduce in an interview. What it

does do is set out a huge bank of actual questions asked in medical school interviews as reported

by actual candidates and gives you a vital analysis of the key areas the interviewers will be looking

for in your answers.Â The book starts with advice about things you can do well before your interview

to gain an edge over other candidates. It also gives vital advice on psychological techniques you

can use to build rapport with the interviewers, body language, and two verbal tricks you can use to

buy time while thinking of an answer to questions. Â It also warns you about the dirty tricks

interviewers may use to unsettle you and how to respond together with advice on the top 5 interview

mistakes which could wreck your chances of a place at medical school. Â Next it goes into detail

about the top ten most frequently asked questions followed by the next 66 most common questions

as reported by actual candidates together with suggested answers which show you the common

themes and patterns. Armed with this knowledge you will learn how to adapt your life experiences to

answer questions on any topic and never be left struggling for words. Â There is also a further bank

of 153 questions which students can use to practice with in their own mock interviews. Â Also

included is an essential chapter on answering ethical case studies covering the 4 themes which

nearly always appear in medical school interview scenarios which

are:Â ConfidentialityÂ ConsentÂ Resource AllocationÂ End of Life DecisionsÂ Finally there is a

comprehensive chapter on multiple mini interviews MMI for medical school which guides you

through the kinds of scenarios which may appear in an MMI and the skills the interviewers will be

looking for as you complete the tasks. Â If you are worried about your medical school interviews

then this book will allow you to take control of the situation. It will walk you through the process step

by step building your confidence as you go preparing you for interview success.
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Although this book did not discuss general topics, i.e., the odds of getting into medical school, the

personal statement, alternatives to medical school, issues such as what type of work experience or

research would help you get into medical school, it's in the top two or three books I've read on this

topic regarding the interview process in itself. The book did provide some very unique examples:1)

The long walk: When they guide you to another room, be prepared to make an interesting comment

or question;2) Dirty tricks: Responding to inappropriate questions;3) Relaxation techniques such as

the squeeze and breathe.This was among the strongest books I have read on this topic in terms of

answering ethical case studies.

Some interesting question. Much more focused on the UK. A lot of questions about the NHS. If you

replace Obamacare they aren't a waste. Not a total waste. But you have to pick and chose some

good stuff out of it.

Okay, so I have spent loads of time trying to find out information on how to prepare for my Med

School interviews and really got nothing. Most of the sites or forums where gimmicks so I was sort

of out of luck.But I didn't want to do this unprepared. I had spent years working up to this point, so I

didn't want to end up "just walking in" and winging it like some people recommended. But finally,

after loads of internet searching, I found this book. For the amount of money it costs, it was WELL

WORTH IT.I am now more confident and prepared for my interviews. Thanks a lot!

This book would be perfect if it had the American information as well as the British. It's great for the

standard questions, but then it gets into British medical laws, which are useless for American

applicants. I recommend this book if you supplement it with another one, which I am currently

looking for still.



If you are considering applying for medical school or already have an interview lined up then this

book will show you exactly how to perform at your interview. For less than 10 bucks you would be

made not to purchase something which will make a different to the rest of your life.
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